Development of a new type of Vibrating Wire Monitor (VWM), which has two mechanically coupled wires (vibrating and target), is presented. The new monitor has a much larger aperture size than the previous model of the VWM, and thus allows us to measure transverse beam halos more effectively. A prototype of such a large aperture VWM with a target wire length of 60 mm was designed, manufactured, and bench-tested. Initial beam measurements have been performed at the Fermilab High Intensity Neutrino Source (HINS) facility, and key results are presented.
I. Introduction
The precise measurement and control of transverse beam halos are critical to achieve the performance goals of many high-intensity linear and circular accelerators. To characterize the beam halo, it is desirable to measure the beam core and halo simultaneously. Therefore, methods with very high dynamic range are often required [1, 2] . Over the past decade, significant advances have been made in the field of halo diagnostics. For example, a novel beam halo imaging technique with a digital optical mask has recently been developed [3, 4] . More detailed overviews of different methods are presented in Refs. [1, 2] .
For non-destructive transverse beam profile and halo measurements, wire scanners are still widely used. Recently, a new class of wire scanner, the so-called Vibrating Wire Monitor (VWM) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] has been developed to improve the dynamic range of conventional wire scanners and also to reduce the size of the measurement system. The VWM system is relatively compact, so a large quantity of VWM's can be installed in a beam line.
The operating principle of the VWM is based on the measurement of the change in the natural oscillation frequency (i.e., characteristic frequency or normal frequency) of a vibrating wire. The mode of natural oscillation in the wire is generated by the interaction of an AC drive current through the wire with a permanent magnetic field. Note that the vibrating wire is connected to a positive feedback circuit. The circuit consists of operational amplifiers (LM833) with a resistance on order of a few hundred k, and amplifies oscillation at a certain natural frequency (the second harmonic in this work). The amplitude of the drive current is stabilized by means of a voltagecontrolled resistor in a negative feedback loop on the level of a few mA. The vibrating wire is directly connected to the feedback circuit by wires of length 1-2 m, so the circuit can be placed outside the vacuum chamber. The output signal from the feedback circuit is amplified and converted into a square waveform. The square wave signal can be transferred over long distances (a few hundred meters) and then used for frequency counting. Some other details of VWM operation principle are described in Refs. [8, 9] .
A frequency shift arises when beam particles penetrate the wire, and change the wire temperature. For charged particles, ionization loss is the main contributor to the energy transfer (see, for example, the power deposition formula (1) of Ref. [6] ).
To keep the central part of the VWM open for the beam to pass, excitation of the second harmonic of the wire oscillations is normally considered. In this case, ~2/3 of the wire should be immersed in the magnetic field and only ~1/3 of the wire is available as a target for the beam measurements. The schematic of the original design of the VWM with a 36 mm wire length is presented in Fig. 1 . Four SaCo (samarium cobalt) magnets with a 9 mm diameter provide dipole magnetic fields (of opposite polarity) in the vicinity of the wire ends. The magnetic field strength is about 0.5-0.7 T. The dynamic range of such a VWM was about 10 6 , and it was possible to measure a 6 sigma range of the proton beam with a transverse size of about 5-6 mm [10, 11] . However, the aperture size of the VWM was only ~12 mm, so it was noticed that indeed a lot of halo particles were deposited on the structural components of the monitor, making the interpretation of the experimental results very difficult [11] . A simple way to avoid this situation would be to extend the length of the wire and to provide the required aperture size. In this case, however, the size of the whole VWM system has to increase and also the response time of the sensor becomes slower.
FIG. 1.
The main view of the original design of the VWM: 1 -beam, 2 -vibrating wire, 3 -clips, 4 -magnet, 5 -magnet holder. Here, the vibrating wire serves as a target for the beam at the same time. The wire length is 36 mm, but only ~1/3 of the wire is available as a target for the beam measurements.
In this paper we solve this problem by developing a new type of VWM that consists of two mechanically coupled wires. One of the wires remains as a vibrating wire, and measures the strain of the other wire (target wire). Only the target wire is exposed to the beam. Since the target wire is not in the magnet, the aperture size of the proposed monitor can be made much larger than the previous design without increasing the overall monitor size. In addition, the target wire is not connected to the feedback circuit, and thus can be made of non-conductive materials (e.g., dielectrics). Use of materials with extraordinarily high thermal conductivity can lead to a decrease in the monitor's response time, which is very desirable in some applications.
A prototype of such a Large Aperture Vibrating Wire Monitor (LA-VWM) with a target wire length of 60 mm was developed and manufactured. In this work, we present the bench test results of the LA-VWM. Dependencies of the LA-VWM signals on the target and environmental temperatures were estimated analytically, the response time of the LA-VWM was investigated by illuminating the target wire by laser, and the response of the LA-VWM to the target wire temperature change was characterized by applying DC currents to the wire.
There are plans to use a LA-VWM for the investigation of the beam halo at the Project-X Injector Experiment (PXIE), which is an R&D program to address accelerator physics and technology issues for the planned multi-MW superconducting proton accelerator facility, called Project-X [12, 13] . Initial measurements have been performed at the Fermilab High Intensity Neutrino Source (HINS) facility [13] [14] [15] , and key results are presented in Sec. VI of this paper.
II. Description of the vibrating wire monitor
In the original design of the VWM, we used the vibrating wire as a direct target for the particle beam. The requirement to immerse some portion of the vibrating wire in a magnetic field for oscillation generation reduced the effective aperture size of the VWM. Since an AC current needed to flow through the wire for oscillation generation, the wire material must have been conductive, which prevented us from using a variety of dielectric materials with good thermal properties. One idea to avoid such restrictions was to use two mechanically coupled wires, in which one serves as a vibrating wire and the other as a sensitive target. This idea was originally suggested in Ref. [11] and was realized in Ref. [16] . In this modified configuration, the target and vibrating wires were coupled by a balanced arm with a bearing axis, and the two wires were aligned along a straight line. Unfortunately, this type of VWM substantially increased the dimensions of the VWM and made the installation inside a vacuum chamber very difficult. For example in Ref. [16] , the lengths of the target and vibrating wires were 50 mm and 36 mm, respectively, and the transverse dimension of the VWM became 130 mm x 145 mm.
The new modification of the VWM proposed in this work can solve all of the abovementioned problems, i.e., it provides large aperture size, keeps the VWM compact, and allows the use of a wide range of materials both for vibrating and target wires. The new idea is to couple the two wires with a balancing arm and install the wires on opposite ends of the arm. A schematic view of this concept is presented in Fig. 2 2 l is 60 mm, and 100% of the wire is available as a target for the beam measurements.
We suppose that both wires are under tension, i.e., at least one of the wires (when it is loose) is shorter than the gap between the two parallel arms (unmovable and balancing arms shown in Fig.  2 ). The frequency of the second harmonics of the vibrating wire is given by
where 1
 and 1
E are the density and elasticity modulus of the vibrating wire material,
is tensile strain, and 1 l ( 0 1 l ) is the length of the strained (unstrained) vibrating wire. We also assume that all the VWM parts are rigid compared to the wire. Therefore, the parameter 1 l can be defined by the distance between two clips (denoted by CL in Fig. 2 ). Because of the coupling between the vibrating and target wires, we have the following equations for moments/torque balance around point O (Fig. 2) for the whole system: l ) is the length of the strained (unstrained) target wire,  is the angle between the unmovable and balancing arms (assumed small), 1 S ( 2 S ) is the cross-section of the vibrating (target) wire, 2 E is the elasticity modulus of the target wire material, and P is the weight of the balancing arm. For other notations, see the caption of Fig. 2 . The first two equations in Eq. (2) are derived from the geometrical configuration of the wire coupling, and the last equation represents the moments/torque balance around point O. By solving the simultaneous equations (2) for 1 l , 2 l , and  , we found the following expression for 1  :
where
Here, we assumed that the balancing arm is nearly in parallel with the unmovable arm when the wires are under tension and neglect the higher order terms for small values 1  and 2  .
Temperature change in the target wire leads to a change of 0 2 l according to
where 2  is the thermal expansion coefficient of the target wire, and T  is the temperature change relative to the initial temperature. Note that all the other parts of the VWM are assumed to have the same initial temperature. In this case, we have T    ). The dimensionless geometrical parameter A is defined as
Inserting the expression 
After expanding in powers of the small quantity,
, and neglecting higher order terms, we finally obtain the dependence of the vibrating wire frequency change on the target wire temperature change as
is the initial frequency of the vibrating wire and
. It is interesting to compare this expression to the case of a one-wire sensor [9] , where the vibrating wire serves as a target wire at the same time:
This formula differs from Eq. (8) by a factor A , which is about unity. Also we note that in Eq. (9), the thermal expansion coefficient of the vibrating wire 1  is used instead that of the target wire, 2  .
In the case of ambient temperature change, we should take into account the thermal expansions of all the parts of the monitor. Similar to Eq. (5), we consider the length change of each part in the form of )
. After neglecting the higher order terms, we obtain the following expressions from Eq. (4):
where each subscript of the thermal expansion coefficient  indicates the corresponding part of the monitor. After inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) with 1  and 2  defined in Eq. (10) , and expanding in powers of the small quantities, we obtain the following approximate expression for the dependence of the vibrating wire frequency on the ambient temperature:
III. LA-VWM assembly
A prototype of the LA-VWM with an aperture size of 60 mm was designed and manufactured. The main balancing arm and the unmovable arm were made of stainless steel, and connected to each other through a supporting rod made of Invar. The vibrating wire was made of stainless steel with a length of 36 mm, and placed inside the magnet system. The magnet system provided two magnetic dipole configurations with opposite polarities, and was constructed with SaCo permanent magnets. The axis of the balancing arm was equipped with miniature bearings. For the target wire, tungsten was chosen to decrease the response time of the monitor for the bench test (see below for more details). For electrical insulation, dielectric spacers (0.1 mm thick Mylar) were inserted. In Fig. 3(a) , the main parts of the LA-VWM are shown. In Fig. 3(b) , the assembled view of the LA-VWM is presented. Fig. 1 ).
The dependence of the vibrating wire frequency on the target wire temperature is estimated according to Eq. (8) assuming that all the other parts of the VWM remain at the initial temperature, and is presented in Fig. 4(A) . For small temperature changes, the slope of the dependence is about 6 Hz/K. The dependence of the vibrating wire frequency on the ambient temperature is also estimated according to Eq. (11) and shown in Fig. 4(B) . The slope of the linear dependence for small ambient temperature changes is about 28.5 Hz/K.
The difference in slope between Figs. 4(A) and 4(B) is mainly due to the low thermal expansion coefficient of the tungsten target wire. As mentioned above, the target material choice for the bench test was based on the response time not the sensitivity. We also note that the target wire temperature will rise much higher than the ambient temperature. 
IV. LA-VWM response time
One of the important parameters of the VWM is its response time. This parameter depends on the thermal conductivity properties of the target wire material, the wire length, and the environment in which the monitor is placed. In air, in addition to the thermal conduction through the wire, convective heat transport should be considered as well. At room and moderately high temperatures, the radiation losses are negligible.
If some power is deposited on the target wire, its temperature will increase until the incoming power is balanced by the heat sink through all the relevant mechanisms. The time required to reach 62.3% (i.e., 1 -e -1 ) of the new equilibrium temperature is called the device's response time (or time constant) [17] . To estimate the response time of the LA-VWM in vacuum, we used a simple model of a triangular distribution of the wire temperature. The temperature increase is maximum at the wire center, decreases linearly, and eventually becomes zero at both ends of the wire (see Fig. 5 ). We denote the maximum temperature increase with respect to the ambient temperature by T  .
FIG. 5. Triangular distribution of the target wire temperature change in LA-VWM.
If the wire is placed in a vacuum, the only heat sink mechanism is the thermal conduction along the wire, and the power needed to support this temperature distribution is equal to
where l is the target wire's length,  is the wire material's thermal conductivity coefficient, and S is the wire's cross-sectional area. In Eq. (12) we assume that there are two equal heat sinks (from the wire center to the wire ends). The required response time  can be found from the following thermal equation
where  is the density and c is the specific heat coefficient of the target wire. Equation (13) is a simple relation that allows us to estimate how much time  is needed to increase the temperature of the wire with mass  Sl and mean temperature 2 / T  . In our previous work (see Ref.
[5]), we have shown that these simple estimations are in reasonably good agreement (within an order of magnitude) with the exact solutions based on heat transfer partial differential equations. From Eqs. (12) and (13), we find In Table I , the values of  for different materials are presented (the wire length l is set to 61.2 mm for all materials). We include the exotic material graphen, which has an extraordinarily high thermal conductivity [18] . Graphen-based materials are available on the market due to the groundbreaking nano-materials synthesis technology that produces graphen from carbon dioxide [19, 20] . As we can expect from Table I , the use of graphen even as a coating material of the target wire could considerably reduce the detector's response time. For example, coating a 100 m diameter tungsten wire with a graphen layer of thickness 5 m is expected to decrease the response time of the monitor by half.
The response time of the LA-VWM was also found experimentally. The main view of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 6 . The LA-VWM device was mounted on the vacuum port, and a diode laser was used to irradiate the target wire. The laser light was focused on the target wire center and periodically switched on and off. When the laser was on, we observed the frequency change shown in Fig. 7 . The value of the response time measured from this experiment was approximately 6.7 s, which is in good agreement with the analytic estimation for tungsten wire in vacuum (see Table I 
V. LA-VWM sensor thermal characteristics
In the previous experiment using a laser, we could observe only the dynamic heating process without exact information about how much power was indeed accepted by the wire. To investigate the dependence of the vibrating wire frequency on the power deposited into the target wire, we carried out another experiment in which the wire heating was produced by a DC current flowing through the wire. Measurements of the current and voltage on the wire provide exact information on how much power is dissipated into the wire.
The monitor was placed in a vacuum bell glass and pumped by a turbo molecular pump down to about 4 
10
 mbar. The temperature of the LA-VWM unmovable arm was monitored by a Platinum thermometer. The target wire was heated by a DC current for 3 minutes and then switched off for another 3 minutes. This process was repeated while increasing the current slowly at each step (see Fig. 8 ).
FIG. 8.
Frequency change during target wire heating by a DC current: blue dots -vibrating wire frequency, red dots -power dissipated into the target wire. After the power level of 1.15 W (indicated by line A), unstable parasitic frequencies (~8000 Hz) appeared. When the current was switched off, stable oscillation of the vibrating wire was recovered. These processes continued until the power deposition reached 6.04 W (indicated by line B), thereafter the mechanical properties of the wire were irreversibly changed.
For stable wire oscillation generation by an electronic circuit, it is required that the wire should be stressed at some level. When the wire tension is too low, the oscillation generation becomes unstable. We observed such an unstable behavior at a power level of 0.76 W. As the deposited power increased further (>1.15 W), the wire became much less taut and unstable frequencies of about 8000 Hz appeared (see line A in Fig. 8 ). These parasitic frequencies seemed to be produced by the resonances in the electronic gain circuit with a low Q-factor. When the power dissipation reached about 1.6 W, the wire became red-hot. When the current was turned off, however, stable generation of the wire oscillations could be recovered. On the other hand, if the deposited power increased beyond 6.04 W (see line B in Fig. 8 ), irreversible changes in the mechanical properties of the wire occurred, and stable wire oscillation generation became impossible. Experimental results of the frequency dependence on the power during the initial phase of the current increase are shown in Fig. 9 . The slope of a linear fit to the data is about 8.5 Hz/mW. We note that the minimum detectable frequency shift of about 0.01 Hz corresponds to the power deposition of 1 µW.
Although the homogeneous distribution of power deposition along the wire differs from the actual beam power deposition (which is mainly focused in the wire center), this experiment provided approximate characteristics of the LA-VWM. In Ref. [8] we have developed a Visual Basic program to calculate the temperature profile along the wire as a result of distributed thermal flux. The mean value of the temperature profile determines the final tension of the wire and the frequency response of the VWM. Estimations based on this program indicate that the mean value of the temperature for a Gaussian beam (1 mm rms beam radius) is ~40% higher than the case of uniform power deposition.
VI. Beam Measurements at the High Intensity Neutrino Source (HINS) Facility of Fermilab
The LA-VWM with an aperture size of 60 mm was installed at the Fermilab High Intensity Neutrino Source (HINS) facility [13] [14] to test its performance for actual transverse beam profile measurements. The HINS front-end is composed of a 50 keV proton source, a Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) line with solenoidal focusing, and a 2.5 MeV Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ). Fig. 10 shows a block diagram of the HINS beamline with various beam instrumentation, which includes BPMs, toroids, and wire scanners. The spoke cavities and buncher cavities were not used for this test. The typical beam parameters for this measurement are summarized in Table II . Note that the RFQ was operated without water cooling; therefore the repetition rate of the beam pulse was limited to 1 Hz. The LA-VWM (shown in the purple box in Fig. 10 ) was installed next to the first wire scanner which was located in front of the spectrometer magnet. The LA-VWM was moved into the beam center by a stepper motor controlled translational stage (0.1266 mm step size). For the initial test, we used 0.1-mm-thick stainless steel for both the target and vibrating wires. During the beam test, we observed several notable characteristics of the LA-VWM. Fig.  11(a) indicates that stray magnetic fields around the LA-VWM can shift the measured frequency abruptly. This effect can be explained by the change of the field distribution in the monitor's magnetic field generation system. Here, we turned on and off the spectrometer magnet which is located about 0.5 m downstream of the LA-VWM. In Fig. 11(b) , we investigated the effect of mechanical vibration. When the wire scanner next to the LA-VWM was moved by stepper motor, the mechanical vibrations seemed to be transferred along the beampipe and vacuum chamber, and induced noise in the frequency measurements. Hence, for the rest of the experiments, we operated the wire scanner and the LA-VWM separately. Figs. 11(c) and 11(d) show the typical frequency responses of the LA-VWM to the proton beam. When the LA-VWM was moving toward the beam center where the current density was high, the vibrating wire frequency went down. On the other hand, when the LA-VWM was moving away from the beam center to the low-density region, the wire frequency went up. Since we used stainless steel for the target wire, the response time is rather long (~2 min) as estimated in Table I . As shown in the red circles in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d) , there are sudden jumps in the frequency readings, which are likely due to the motion of the stepper motor when changing the position of the LA-VWM. These frequency jumps are relatively small, so do not affect our measurements significantly. The stepper motor stayed off during the frequency measurement for the given scanning position, so no further mechanical or electromagnetic noise was involved. It is interesting to note that in both Figs. 11(c) and 11(d), the frequencies are slowly decreasing before and after the wire positions are changed.
To investigate the cause of this slow frequency drift, we measured the ambient temperature of the HINS facility and compared them with the frequency drift. As illustrated in Fig. 12 , we found a strong correlation between the ambient temperature change and the frequency drift. The ambient temperature was monitored by two temperature sensors (see Fig. 10 ) over three days. One was placed near the RFQ, and the other was located at the last quadrupole triplet. On the first two days, the beam was on and we observed sharp increases in the ambient temperature which seemed to result in the slow frequency decrease of the LA-VWM during the experiments. When the beam was on, a lot of heat was generated from several beamline components. We figured out that the two normal-conducting solenoidal magnets in the LEBT were the major heat sources. Even when the beam was off, the ambient temperature still drifted due to the temperature swing inside the HINS building. This frequency dependence on the ambient temperature is consistent with our bench test result in Fig. 4 . Note that the sudden drop of the LA-VWM frequency on the first day (see the initial part of the Fig. 12 ) was due to the position scanning. For the rest of the measurements, we calculated the frequency change after compensating for the effect of the temperature drift. Therefore, for accurate measurements of the beam halo, it would be important to control the ambient temperature around the vibrating wire assembly.
FIG. 12.
Effects of the ambient temperature on the frequency change. The frequency change of the vibrating wire and the temperature of the HINS facility were monitored over three full days. On the first two days, the beam was turned on, while on the third day, there was no experiment. The position scanning of the LA-WVM was done only for the first day. On the second day, the LA-WVM was parked in the outermost position from the beam center.
To have a reference profile, we measured the horizontal beam profile using the wire scanner which was located next to the LA-VWM. The wire scanner had a 0.125-mm-thick Molybdenum wire, and the induced currents in the wire were converted into a voltage output via a I-V conversion circuit. Since the total beam current was known from the beam toroid, we could calibrate the wire scanner signal into the line current density by making use of a proportionality factor. The peak in the wire scanner signal corresponded to ~0.121 mA/mm. As the beam current (~0.8 mA) and the repetition rate (1 Hz) were low for the HINS operation, this peak line current density was equivalent to only ~9.7 nA/mm for a CW beam. As shown in Fig. 13(a) , the beam profile reveals a tail structure (deviation from the Gaussian core) around 3 of the rms beam size. Characteristics of the wire scanner and the vibrating wire are compared in this region. Note that the length of the detection region of the LA-VWM is 60 mm (much wider than the beam size), so the large amplitude halo particles will not be intercepted by the structural material in this case. As demonstrated in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c), the vibrating wire shows a large dynamic range of ~10 5 , while the wire scanner has only ~10 2 for this low-current and low-repetition-rate beam operation. Here, the dynamic range is defined as the ratio between the largest and smallest possible values of the measured signals. Therefore, the LA-VWM has great potential for resolving the detailed structure of the low-density halo region (i.e., <10 -4 of the beam core density [1] ). Fermilab is planning to build a multi-MW proton accelerator facility called Project-X [12, 13] , which will support a world-leading Intensity Frontier particle physics program. The initial stage of the Project-X will be based on a CW superconducting linac. To minimize the technical risks, particularly in the front end of Project-X, an R&D program called the Project-X Injector Experiment (PXIE) has been proposed [13] . One of the challenges is to characterize and control the beam halo formation because even a small amount of beam loss would seriously limit the performance of the superconducting RF cavities. Therefore, the beam halo measurement is one of the critical R&D items, and further investigation of the vibrating wire is being considered.
VII. Conclusion
A new and more compact modification of the VWM with separate target and vibrating wires was developed. The new monitor has a much larger aperture size than the conventional VWM, and thus enables us to measure transverse beam halos more effectively.
Dependencies of the vibrating wire frequency on the target and ambient temperatures were investigated. Estimations of the LA-VWM response time were made for different parameters sets, which allowed us to choose the proper materials for the LA-VWM. Measurements of the target wire response time were also made by means of laser irradiation, which demonstrated that our theoretical estimations of the response time were valid.
To define the range of the acceptable thermal loads on the LA-VWM target wire, a set of experiments were carried out. Target wire heating by the beam particles was simulated by a DC current, and the maximum limit of the power deposition was obtained. Below the power limit, the wire could have been repeatedly exposed to heat without any irreversible changes in the wire material. When the wire was heated to approximately 1500 o C (for the case of a tungsten wire), it became incandescent, and we found that the stable generation of wire oscillation was impossible afterward.
All the data presented here, including the beam test results at the HINS facility, indicate that the LA-VWM could be a useful diagnostic instrument in many present and future accelerators and particularly effective for the transverse beam halo measurements.
